are successful, then we are successful.” Katie adds,
“It’s easy to be a dreamer, but it’s hard to make
a profit. We don’t want to sell you a cow and say
good luck. We work with them throughout the life
of the animal to make sure it’s performing the way
customers need them to.”

A Heart
for Herefords
Photos and Story by Lauren Neale

Above: Katie Burns, of Burns Farms, enjoying a beautiful day in the field.
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ou don’t have to know Katie Burns for
a long time to see that she has four great loves:
God, her family, cattle, and community. Katie’s
enthusiasm can quickly be seen through her
gentle smile and also, through her camera lens. As
the public relations manager for her family’s farm,
Burns Farms in Pikeville, she markets and teaches
customers about their Herefords through marketing
concepts, photography, and social media.
Katie did not grow up on a farm. In fact, she
received a degree in advertising and a master’s
in mental health. Little did she know, God had
big plans for her advertising background and a
chance at love with cattle producer, David Burns.
“I was settled in Nashville and had to risk leaving
the familiar – he was definitely worth the risk,” said
Katie. “We were first loves and now are forever
loves.”
At first, his business was confusing to Katie.
“David spent a lot of time washing cows, talking
about numbers, using cattle lingo and I didn’t
understand. Eventually, something just clicked - I
knew what he was doing made a difference in
agriculture and in this world. I wanted to help him
achieve his dreams.”
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With her advertising and marketing background,
Katie found out that her skills could be put to
good use. “I became frustrated that people didn’t
know what David and other cattlemen do, the
importance of raising cattle, and I wanted to share
our story. Plus, it’s easier when you have a great
product and a solid brand to build upon.”
Katie’s job at Burns Herefords allows for her to use
old-school advertising techniques like taking filler
photos for their sale catalog, and using new age
techniques like live-streaming to Facebook and
Instagram. “We want to appeal to all age groups
of customers and with a big influx of younger ones,
I knew we had to utilize social media’s educational
and economical potential.”
Although Katie now has several years of
experience on the farm, she still laughs about the
learning process, especially with photography.
“I have taken photography classes and David’s
cattle conformation classes in order to appeal to a
diverse audience.
David praises Katie’s naivety though. “She gives
a fresh perspective to the business and her asking
questions actually helps me have to give a good
answer. This is important because these are the
same questions our customers have, too.”

Burns Farms Herefords has been in David’s family
since 1952. His father, Phillip, started the farm with
two heifers as a 4-H project and now, the farm has
grown to be the largest registered Hereford breeder
in the southeast United States. Because David had
roots in the cattle business, his education took the
same route. He graduated with an animal science
degree from Middle Tennessee State University
and later, a Master’s Degree in Reproductive
Physiology from Michigan State University. In 2009,
David became farm manager at Burns Farms, and
pushed for innovation of technologies and better
accommodations for customers. They now have
three sales per year where they sell more than 150
bulls and 100 females, and work hard to improve
genetic diversification of their bulls.
“There are two main qualities of Herefords that
we love,” said David. “They are adaptability and
longevity. The heterosis of a Hereford bull and an
Angus cow builds tremendous muscle and bone –
you can’t beat a Baldie.”
Burns Farms has
found success
in the registered
business
because they
are constantly
researching
data while
striving to fill the
needs of the
customer. “We
don’t single
trait select,”
David and Katie share a smile.
said David. “We
want the animal to have a balance of good calving
ease with as much growth as possible. And being a
seedstock producer, we have to have a variety of
cattle that will work on a variety of needs.”
Both David and Katie agree that their customer
service is a major focus of the business. “This is a
symbiotic relationship,” said David. “If our customers

And that’s where Katie’s role plays a big part. She
is in charge of daily social media content, brand
awareness strategies and implementing digital
marketing projects to keep in touch with customers
and reach potential new ones. “I spent a lot of time
educating myself about Facebook algorithms and
found out that people want to see posts on a regular
basis, so it becomes a relationship. I didn’t want
everything to seem like an advertisement, so I share
photos and stories from the farm throughout the year
to build familiarity with us and our brand.”
Her creative work has
paid off. The Burns
Farms’ Facebook
page has nearly 5,000
followers and 1,000
on Instagram. “I’d be
pretty boring without
her,” said David. And
boring they are not. Katie takes a photo to share on Instagram.
“You don’t want to look like everyone else,” said
Katie. “I want people to be able to answer questions
like ‘who is Burns Herefords?’ and ‘why buy cattle
from Tennessee?’” Katie also has expanded her
outreach through hosting a weekly television show
for local access called, “Live Well.” On this program,
she interviews local business owners, demonstrates
cooking techniques (with beef of course), and talks
about mental health. “I wanted to give back to
our community by sharing a positive message and
celebrating local people.”
When not filming the show,
David and Katie spend a lot
of time on the farm with their
2-year-old daughter, Helen. “She
loves animals and being on the
4-wheeler to check cows,” said
Katie. “We’re glad Herefords have Helen Burns. Photo submitted
great docility because she sure tests
them from time to time wanting to play.”
Just as Helen will learn farm life, Katie has had to
as well. But she is very thankful for being part of the
agriculture community. “The cattle industry has been
extremely accepting of this novice – plus I like the
boots!”
Burns Farms and Friends sale will be September 30 in
Pikeville and Burns Bull and Commercial Female Sale will
be November 4, also in Pikeville. You can follow Burns
Farms on Facebook and Instagram: @burnsfarms
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